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lHE FUNDAMENTAL NATURE Af\.0 BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT

by: 0. TEDENSTIG,
Indungaten 37,
19 500 MArsta, Sweden.

he fundan ·~r.tal nature and behaviour of light - wheth('r wavt- or
- having con~tant or ve&riabJe propagating velocity in
fn:·e space, togNher w~th varying interpretation~ of its pl:l)sical
effect in different phy5ical relation~, ha5 been, and still remdin~,
a steady source of debate, that has continued now for many centuries in the area of
physic at n·scarch.
It we begin with Newton (1642-1727), who worked out very fundamental
theories m the 5cience of optics, his basic opinion of light ~as, that light ~as
cornpv~ed of particle~ korpuscJes) §, while a contemporary scientist of Newton, C.
Huygens (1629-95) was. of a different and conflicting opinion, namely that light ~as to
be regarded as waves in C& medium, the light-bearing medium named 'the aether'.
Since then, many other scientists, researchers and philosophers have
worked w~th this problem, giving us experimental results and experiences as well as
differe-nt interpretations of new theories. However, in spite of all these efforts we can
s.till not see any end to this very confusing situation; the uncertainty seems today to
tx~ nearly total and we are almost as far away from a solution as in Newton's time.
Lool-;mg back through history, the wave hypothesis of light seern-, to have
been the rr.ust predominant idea. In spite of that, no strong and convincing e-vidence
exisb for such a belief. If we study MaxwcJJ's (1831-79) electromagnetic theory, that
theory fron the beginning was. worked out with the assumption or hypothesis of an
aether medium, a concept which was later divorced from the th£·ory. The
mathernaticul formdlisrn stood by itself w~thout any help from this hypothetical space
medium. Any-way, Maxwt•ll performed his calculations comparing an already wclJ
known mathcn•atical function, the general wave-equation describing how waves
propagate m cl n.eclium (sound in etir, for instance) with results deriv(.•d fron• his
eJectronaagnettecd theory. In doing so, he succeeded in reaching a mathematical
corr('spondence, which could be interpreted in such a way that light ~a~ to be
r€-gard£·d d~ Wdve rr.overnents in ct medium, a conclusion which also was accepted by

T

particle~

§. Ed1tor.1HJ C011100nt:- We wonder how many times we have already pointed out in these pages that

considered the so-called corpuscular hypothesis but rejected it in favour of an entirely
different mechanism; c.f., our review of Newton's actual writings, pp.l61.-7&~rNo one else ever
seetPs to have read the Optiks since it was first written, while 111aking all sorts of statements
about was is contained in it.
Author's Response:- I a. convinced that Newton even had other views of light - he was a great man
- but his corpuscle idea of light is perhaps what is best known from ecolsrly textbooks, and so
on. Ed. famous last Word:- What is scholarly about a textbook that is erroneous, the author of
which has never bothered to check his readily available original source, but simply parrotsincon ect information?
~ewton
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the contempl•rcr y ~uent1f1t cornrt1L1r 1ty. And Maxwdl's successful electron,agnetic
theory in conjunction with his interpretation of light as aether waves hardly has been
put into question since. As a consequence, when Michelson (1852-1931) began in 1887
to undertake a series of experiments w~th Jight using his interferometer apparatus, t
he had the purpose to mec.sure the v£:1ocity of light through this aether, the
experimer.t being intended to a great extent tc give a formal confirmation of this
aetht~r t-.ypoth£·sis. Calculation~ had been done before undertaking the experiment to
determ.ire the degree an interferometer pattern would be expected to be changed
when the apparatu~ would be turned around in different directions, related to the
earth's movement in its solar orbit.
The result \\as, as alJ know, a zero-effect, meaning that the expected
effect failed to appear.
Thus, Maxwell's basic hypothesis about the nature of light being waves in
an aether medium was not confirmed by Michelson's experiment.
Some of the fo!lowing alternatives to a solution of the logical and
scientific dilernmd were proposed: 1) MaxweU's theory was erroneous; 2) some
unknown factor was influencing the experimental outcome; or 3) errors in the
measuring method or in the measuring equipment were present.
Estima1e.s made of the expected result showed them to be in the range
of the equipment's capability, so that alternative 3) was therefore immediately
negated as a possible source of error. One was unprepared to give up Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory or even to suspect it. Therefore, the remaining alternative was
the existence of some unknown factor influencing the result; and, as a consequence, a
hunt for the unknown variables was begun.
The most natural and immediate reaction was to assume that the aether,
for some \ery strange reason - perhaps because of the earth's gravitational forces was dragged by the earth's movement II and was to be regarded as stationary or
immovable in relation to the measuring equipment. However, this hypothesis
introduced a Jot of contradictory and logical problems and for this reason was very
soon negated as a possible aJternative solution. b.
In the year 1892, H. lorentz (1853-1928) introduced, along w.ith another
researcher, Fitzgerald, independently of each other, the hypothesis that one of the
measuring arms cf the interferometer was changed in length as a result of the 'aether
drag' or the 'aether wind', a phenomer.on which was supposed to exist in analogy with
objects rnvving in other unknown mcciums, air for instance. * And on purely
matherr•aticaJ and philosophical grounds this idea was very simple and naturaJ to
motivate.
However, no one of these suggested solutions was fully satisfactory and
in 1905 when Emstein presented his special theory of relativity, this debate declined
as a result of Emstein's abolishing the aether § and announcing that light propagated

---·····-

·-·-··--·

1. Ed. Com.:- The purpose of the M & M e)'periment was not to determine the velocity of light but
to detern.we t.hc.t ot the Earth through

th~:

presumed aether-sea-at-rest.

1. Ed. Com.:- Both Defrt!snel's and Stokes' theories of aether drag long predated theM & M
experi~~~~::r.t.

A. Ed. Com.:- There was but one objection lllilde to the aether accompanying the Earth's motion.
That has bt!en thorocghly r.nd critically reviewed in these pages and found to be of no import.
The hidden obJection was that the M & M experiment undid Lorentz's theories of electromagnetism
completely, and he was simply seeking some way to save them from total ruin.
*. Ed. Com.:- In what way does motion of the atmoapht!re alter the lengths of 111easur ing rods?
There is also nothing simple or natural about space and time contraction, in our opinion.
§. Ed. Coo.• :- Einsle in himself certainly d1d not abolish the sether in his own mind. Indeed, he
was quite expJic1t in asserting his belief in its existence.
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(lfrupttbie · phy'>ICul con~tant, both with r(."spect to source i.ind obs(."rver
Smce tht:n, rw tHIC h..t~, on logKal grounds, succeed(."d m t·xplaming
Mtchehon•..., e>.perm•c>r·h by [111...,tem's idea~; the experiment remains unsolved and
unexplamed. As a r(•OJ.Jrk, E.n~tem kept the length contraction hypothesis as a
physical reality in hJs theoq, something that is very surprising because he, at the
san•e tirr.t>, abolished th£· aether, this medium b£·ing responsible for the contraction.
Not evuything was satisfactorily explained by Einstein's vi(."ws, which
failed to pr ovid{· any logical r{·ason for the seemingly very strangE> and unnatural
bt~haviour of light, a physical phenon.enon having supernatural properties. And his
assumptwns regarding tht· propt·r1I(."S of light Wl're purely hypothetical without any
strong expNltnental basis. In 1908 an i::lht·rr·ative theory appeared, prest'nted by Walter
Ritz, wh1ch mack· an attempt to modify Emstein's ideas in order to overcome the
logicul problem:, cf the prop£·rties of light which Emstein's theory presented. t Ritz
foundf'd his theory on the corpuscular theory of light, light being JT:dde up of
bullistical particles to which Newton's fundan:eptaJ mass inertial laws were fully
applicuble. HO\H'H:r, the theory was rejected because it was said that it was in
conflict w~th measurements and e>.periments done on light coming from bmary stars,
together with that it was said that his theory was in conflict with Mi::lxwell's
electromagnetic theory - that theory being in turn in conflict with Jlv1ichelson's
Jight/aether t:·xperimcr.t.
This strc..ngc· humar. activity is nan•t:"cl 'science'. Our conclusion n1ust be,
that wh<:1t we hNc· n'tme ·~cience' doe~ not have the capacity to draw correct
consequence and conclusion from all the5e facts, in an objective and unaffected way.
The situation 1s today r.ot changed significantly, the confusion and uncertainties
seen.;ngly t.aving bc·con•e more· or less total. As a ntdkcshift solution one has no-w
dc·cided that light is composed of both particles and waves, a comfortable attitude
without <!flY d(•n,;tnd to find the· real solution to the problem bf'ing required. In ~pite of
logical contrc.dict10ns ot a very serious nature, the idf'as of light possessing such
supc·rnatural propt:~rties are still insisted on; m the nan•c of Einstein's great authonty
and his fantdstic postulate that the propagating velocity is independent of the motions
of both source and receiver.
This is a rough de!»Cription of the current situation in this m.Jtter and the
discussions today concerning these things, to a grE>at extent, are completely confusing
-a play wi~h logifal laws ar.r~ c.or.cepb 'at.if•<rily applied without what v.:e ct'r.n .....·rdy
call 'con II• 01 • ~··· · ·• '.
ThE· relativists (those who support Em...,lt·in} and the al"tl.l·l ists (tho~e who
bt~lievt' m a hghl-h~rrirg aether medium), as well a<> otht·r grcups of dit'f£-rerfl opinion
still, use all sorts of ar-t:ftd tricks anrl urgt:rrt•nts to defer.(: <:Htd maintain ju<.t tt.t'll u\.r.
Jdeos and I..H·: ('h, n·r·lhodss which c.1ten have very little in corrmh•n with a true
':lcien:if iC secirc h fc·r trtol h. The different ideas arc· frN1t,r·r,tl) ufferted by <..Ill '>orts of
c.,ubjt:c l1\ e unci en1otwnal motives. J1 sN·m-, impossibJe to achieve a calm und e..olkc led
atn~o~pht·re for dJscussion. Therefore, we shall r•ot here w.:J . . tt any t1me and effort in
debating 11'! 1t e cljfferer•t \iews of this n~d 1.ter, but instead we shaH try tC'· formulate a
c0~•;ll£· of ba~IC hypotheses about light which we are prepared to b~lieve; then we shaH
test tht·n. a5 objecti\'el) as possible ar.c ordirg to well known experiments, using well
h·owr ~t.~·sical laws, laws commonly valid in other area~ of physics. We shall make
use of F ttz's ballistical theory of light, together with Newton's well known and tested
physicaJ lc-ws. T~.e two hypotheses we will formulate are a~ follows~
i::l~

i::ll•

w(

HIO\ t:rw·,,t~.

1) Ugfr:t _.J._

mad~

up o~ paJtti.cle.6

em.ifted 6'£om a .6outc.e po.ir;t u.•.ith the J.>ta:ndalf.d

------------------------····---------Ritz's theory was formulated quite independently of relativit)' and is not one

,. Ed. Com.:cc,;c:equent to, 1nspired by, in elllUlation of, or related to Or. Einstein's notions.
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vel!Jcit"~j (16 L99793x. lOIJ m//,, C':;m monty denoted by the. &:t11M c.. ThU-6, thi.6 ..6t.andalr.d
vdJJcAtij ~ p11.oduce.d by .<ntvr.na.t p11.ope..ltt:ilu o6 the. e.m.itti.ng pt1.lr.tidi. and .lA me.46WI.e.d to
t.hi.6 va&e. onllj .iYI Ca.6e the. Jteiative. vdocit.lj between .60WLC.e. and o~vell .i6 ze~to. In
otf:.e.Jt c.a.6U wheJte. the. .60Uir.Ce 01t o~JtveJt. move. .iYI Jtelation to each Ci:f1H!Il, the ~teal.
IW.diation vel!Jcitlj o6 the e. m.<th.d light will be. c :t v, wheJte v .i.6 the Jteiati.JJe vdJJcitlj
between ~Uilce and ob-6eAvVL. The p04itive ~" -1.6 UM.d .in c.a6e .60u.tc.e and Jtece.We~t a..te
apptoac.hing each otheJr., the tregative 4ign ~ they a~ee JteeedU&g. II
ll) Ught paJttidu aile &ppo-6e.d to hat'e. ~r.eoi. mau, me.an<ng that Newton'-6 .taw-6
ma.M and gJr.av.ity 60Jt.cu can be appfi.ed to them .in the .64me W41J M 601t. 'c.om mon

'o.t

matt.e-~'.
Ob~erve here carefuJiy that the symbol, c, usually denoting the velocity
of light 1r~ -vac.uo and constituting a universal constant, is here defined instead as the
limiting velocity of matter emitted from a radiating source, not primarily constituting
any limiting velocity of light in free space. Thus, light in free space may deviate from
the standard value. In or<1t·r to avoid a repetition of the confusing situation
encountered in the theory of relativity relative to this point, it is important to
carefuJJ)' note this distinction at this point in the discussion.

Our fitst ~tep is to investigate what will happen with a light ray in the
follo\\'ir.g experimental situations. A light ray is projected towards a reflecting mirror
surface when:
1) the source is at rest and the mirror moves;
2) the source moves and the mirror is at rest;
3) both source and mirror rnove.
All motion~ are defined in rt·lation to a common reference point somewhere oubide
the expNirnental equipmert. We mdke use of Newton's preserving laws of mas~,
~ergy smd rr~ss impulse and on these grounds we are able to define the following
equc;~1 ion~=

source

o----•---f
boton •••
•photon)

+-

"'reflex
erence point

•

"'•irror

lJ

(atter b1 t)

----------------·. ·--·------#.Ed. Com.:- Dt'spite the author's lattlr statement lt1at htl has taktlfl tht! reference point "outside

the tl><per-jmtmtaJ t!Quipment," whatever that means, it is here indicated that it is taken in the
source.
Aut. Reap.:- What is i111portant is that one use the same reference point when talking about
velocities, regardless if this point is at rest or not. That princjple has been used consjatently
througout this paper. That does not permit measurement to be performed in an arbjtrary point as
needed. We take it for granted that this point is well defined.
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=
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WhiCh

algPbraic

1

mdnlpulation~

+

Mmirror·'vrrotrror

+

Mmirror·V n,irror

2

after reflectiOn

on these formulae, we get two possible

i..tC f•; /).

and Vreflex = - (±2. Vmirror - c).
Vrefh.•x = c
The ftr~t ~oJut1cn i., valid in case the mirror moves with the sarm:· or Jc.rgt·r velocity
away iron tt.e light bean, mec.ninF, in reality that no reflection has occurred. That
soJutlCn iS not of interest and tt:e useable root is therefore:
Vrdlex

= -

(±2V mirror - c)

C <.tse mm Ll('r 2):
Th1~ is somewhat s1mpler to treat. In th1s ca5e the veJocit }' of the
appr<.•d<hlllg light. b(•<.tm is cquaJ to c :! v ond because the mirror is in a n·.,t state, the
refJcctcd vdocity w!U be the san.~:.·, unchanged, but Y.ith inv(.·rted sign, rnt•aning that
the velocity -{c '!: v-,ourcC'> will bt• n~gistert:·d in a point bt•tween sourcC' and mirror.

Ca-.f· numb£·r ?):

For '-lm;:dirity, WC' dC'fint• our rden:·nce po!nt congruent!}' w!th the source
point lfl the ~i:inH: woy a., in case 1) *,and b£•caust· the source moves with d·e velocity
Vsource Ll\hl.}' fron. or towards th(• directiOn of the reflected ra}', we obtain the
following n~suJt:
Vreflex = - (:!2V source · c)
It i~ tht·n appart•r·t that the~C' two formulas here obtairwd hav(' exactly
th(• <,arT·P •.tn;cture, regardl<'~!; if ttw source moves or the ntirror movt·s. ThP
conclusion to;, that it is the relative velocity between source and mirror which
determines the solution for the gent~ral case 3). Thus, for the general ca~e, we have:§
vreflex =- (±2vrelative - c)

E..cl. Lu1.•.:- lht rt- H. a mi.IU.ematical tHfl•1 hen· urdt,us tt.u author .is tal:!lly •• ~bum.illy lLat II =
v. Tht~ secord ndation uJso does not satisfy relations a) and b) as it doeu not im·olve the
rdation between the photon mass and the mirror mass. The algebra is less simplf' Uo&n the Huthor
purports to indicate; in fact, too result cannot be got out of the relations by ordinary ruleu of

fl.

algebra. Aut. Resp.:- We have neglected to mention that an approximation has been made, that the
mirror mass is JAUch greater than the photon ~~ass; hence the factor mph o t on /Mi
can be ruled
"Ill rror
out of the equation.

*• fd. Com.:- In which case Vsource

= 0.

§. Ed. Ccno.:- It is unfortunat.e for the author's theory that rtflected light. fads to behave
according to this formula, as has been detlonetra'ted by Hictwlson in his experilllt:lntal work with
moving reflectors.
Aut. Resp.:- Doppler effects of light from moving mirrors have been registered from experiments.
In my v1ew, that is the same as a change in velocity of light (the Ooppler effect fro111 J ight
cannot or logic-al grounds be motivat~d by c-urrent established thtmry, where the velocity of liqht
IS C'OI ~~.f Lf't • )
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wherf·:
1s tht.~

VreHex
pomt;

velocity measured for the refJected beam relative to the source

Vr~~Jativt• .:: the relative velocity between the source point and the moving
rmrror;
c is the velocity of light defined according to what has been said above.

Besides the propagating velocity of light, two other significant properties
of light exist, pt.~rhaps more frequently measured. These properties are: frequency and
wave length. Fr£·quenc:y is the numbN of intensity fluctuations of the emitted light
counted durjng a unit interval of t1me. Tht.~ wave length is the distance betwen two
successin! densit~ fluctuations of the onrushing particle stream.
Lt.•t us now make a study of how aH these parameters for light, velocity,
frequency ond Y~ave length alter at different points within the measuring system.
Ca!-.e

numb<·•

1).

Mirror moving, source at rest.

Emitted velocity
of Jight fron. !loLJrce
11
11
11
1
11
frequency
'
11
Wd.VC length II
II
II
II
Reflected velocity
of light at
II
II
II
"
frequency
Ill
11
II
wave length '"

tht.~

V}

ft

=c

= to

v1/f1:;. AQ

nurror
II

It

It

ill

----·-·------------- --·----------+---Rcgi~tert.·d

"
"

vel0city
of light c.t source
frequenc:y
II
"
II
"
11
wave length
"
"
,.

v3 = -( t2V mirror - c)
f 3 = fo(l + 2V mirror/c)
v3/f 3 = AQ

-----------------------. -----------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------·--------~-

Ca:,t· numb<·• ;·). Source Moving, Mirroc at Rest.
Emitted velocity
"
frequency
\\d\'t'

II

kr.t;;H

of light from source
"
"
''
"
II

•·

11

II

Reflet ted vt•lo{'lty
frt.·quency
II
w<-..vt' length

at the n11rror

Regist£·rec! velocity

of light at the source

II

frequency

II

wd.ve length

II

1111

II

II

II

II

,,

11

II

II

If

II

II

II

II

II

V} = c ± Vscurce
ft = fo{l :± Vsourcefc)
VI /fl =AQ

V3 = -v2 + Vsovrce =
-( ±2V scurce- C)
f3 = f 2 + foV source/c)
=fo{l ± 2V r:.ource/c)
VJ{f 3 = >-o

----....-·- --·-- . --- -·--.. -.-----------.. ------------------------------- ---------------·-- ------------------·-·•· -~.-.---

Pnqt~

.i.4 ccm.tt.ant unc.ltm:ged at all po.i.r:t-6 w..i.th..i.rr ocJJr

The t.{:.'H' fu £tf'

2'>2:5.

r11ea~u.IL..i.ng

..6y-~te.rr..

Tf.e change .jy.
hfl J~c. :t .i. \.'r

QI!C!QUU!C.Y {ln J lttgi6te.Jre.d at :the -60UILC.fl po.i.nt, pltoduc.ed by the
rr,£•t.ion be i.WP..C! n ..60uJrc<? attc1 mbt.Jtolt. r.c:..i.l.t be

Af = fo2(v/c)
~0 )~ the ba-~f ollfi.C(UP.fi.Cy (16 l..i.gh~
Jte.l.at.i.ve li.e-!lt i.n lt.el.at.i.on tCI the m.i.J;.JrOJr.

u:het t

~ltom

the ..60UILC'(l d{!.6.ined Wlltn

.tYI

Wt.• r;ov. L•rply th<· rc·:-.l:!h lwn· ac.htev('d to another thought expc•rimt: nt,
wluc:h bt·k·n~:-. to a vt•r r V·<.'l! k'l·.m:r, -.;tuc.ttion ir dailr life. We imagine <.t c.lc'"<'d room
ir a !-.tatt- l'f <.on~tant <..nd l•nc.KC<'It>rat£'d rruJ\'(.. nu:.•nt in n·laticn to an outt•r rd£'rencc•
poH t (tht.~ roon. rrt.:•~ be, for ir.!.tarwc·, a railway carric.ge. in m~1 icn OJ long it r <tilway
<.'n:bu kr•u·r,r).
In tlat~ u•ntu elf th;!. rot.•n, an electr:cal lamp i~ plctc c..d am! a n•t:d~uring
tt:<.·tu:;c l<:tn Wdlk!-i around in th<.• room, regi!;ter;ng different pardr·•t·tt·rs of tht• light
(vf.•locity, fn·c,uenc.:y cmd w~H· lt"ngth) stn~aming out from llw Jcn·.p. Now, if our
tu.hrucian W.J II- .ntc the roorr• and n•i:ike these n.N.'"•l•ren.enh at arb•tretr: ly chosen
poll~:~, all expt 1 in•t·utdl expt•rience SilY~ that:
a) the vc·lc•( ity of light i~ mht~.l.r£-d con~tdnt at all points;
b) nc. variation~ lr• fr€·qut~ncy and wdve length wW be registered;
c) a J1gh1: ray wHI const.:me e<Jual time!t fur NJllal di!'tances, regardless wht.•r t' in the
roon• tl•c· n.~. u!-.uren1ent i~ performt.•d and regardles& in which cJirH ticn the
mt:·<ssun:·mo::nt i~ dont~~
In v;l''\\' of cur partJCif' tht:nry d light, point a.) mu!-.t bP c.:orrt··lt; that
bt~irg bt~Cal:se the Nnjtted velocity. '-'f the Jight iP relation to the sourc:e- point (the
lc.n1r:~ hert! alway~ i!> a e:on!\tant, c 1 and all other poinh ir the roon1 m..:"e congruently
with

the

~ourn:·.

n!gi~ter ing

poirt

In othu worch, thC' rc·lati\'t' vdodt) bt..1WN'n ~ourcc· and tht·
1!. ze1 n. Thl ~, c·t•r •t·( hnician al~·ays wj)J rt!gi!'ter tht• ')tandard

vt•Jocit)'. c.
That point b) i!-1 tnlt', wt.~ £'asily can sf'e by usiPg the formula Af =
fc2(v/c), deriVt•d above. By iri.,t'l ~ir·g v ~· 0, the changt- in frequency also will bt~ Z£'ro.
lr: the sarr.e \way a<, for Jight clirt•c:tc·d towards a mllving mirror surface,
-rt.C' \v~•'·• 'crgtt v..ithm our clc:~l·d ~yst(•n. her(~ wjJI bt• unchanged, gjving a ZNO effc·c:t
c:t all powl~ u! tht• roon•.

+
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We -,h.._ II now iPV<:',tlg'-1 te tli<" tJrnc.: 1t tal<<·~ for a light puhe to trav£'1
equal d:stancc·s -w ith;n th<· <>yst£'rrl ir cllfferent directions. HNe So repres£'nts the
perpendicular clstanc{· from ~he centerpomt of the roorr• to one of the walls.

t 1 - ~u_: __ Y! 1
c - v

Solution:

~0--~ ~!2 ___
- ( - 2v - (c - v ) )

t2

-- - - -

t3

= ~-~~.!3
..
c

q::: Sole
t 2::
t3

v

Sole

= s0 1c

t4 =

s0 1c

I
(S z + (vt~ )2 )z
t_5 .. ~
(c' + v

t5=

Sole

16 = ( ~/ + ( v t6 ) 2 ) -l

t6::

Sole

t4

--=

S

- vt

:-r~<:2~--=--fc4~-v-n

rr-

- czz-c
v rf-t

2

2

Thus we find that even point c) is true, meaning that the same distances
demand equal time~, independently of direction and the place in the room where the
mec-suremer.t is performed.
All these results here achi£'ved correspond well w!th everyday
experience. It would highly surprise u~ if the resu!t from tt e cxperirr.ent would be
differe-nt. The result docs correspond w~th the first postulate of the special theory of
relativity, ~aying that all electrodyncm:icaJ experiments wiU give the same outcon.e
independently of the velocity by which the system moves in relation to the
environmer1tal space 11, provided that the system moves with a constant and
unaccelerated velocity.
However, if our technician moves into the room at the same time as he
is doing h!s mt:"asurements, or if a person outside the room moving with a different
velocity c.on•pared wlth the room is performing the same measurements, the results
wdl be different. The difference wlll occur because the light velocity is additive or
subtractiv{; to the source or observer moveme11ts.
However, the second postulate of the theory of relativity says that even
in these oases when our technician moves in relation to the source point, the results
wiJJ be th{· same 2s wh{:n he Y.d5 ir rclativ{; rest, excepting that changes in wave
length c.,nd trf•quency (Doppler efh·cts) wiJl occur.
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Cc)RI.:

Olo'.' ~Hlt:l' when was tLt: first. p(l~ll.lat.e of rt·lat.ivi t) so rt<defint::d?
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l:kc .~u~.( uur ,n·.crc·o..,l':, .Jttd at·!crtltCil~ ~till atf· to work with ~uc·ncl·, we
c •.u .ltut ..tu. <.·IJI ~uch altogH~ol con1 lu~10n~. Thus, the second postulate of ttw special
thl•Or) ol rd<:~tlvity 1s fobf' and mu~-t b(· r<'jected.

We

shall nov., rr;ake a study of Mtchdson & Morley's light aether
trc-ot this <'!<j:-<~nrru•t•t tn accordance with principles found above. We
shall shov., tL.tt the- <.Lwaited interfere-nce effect will bl· zerc•, all in hn<· w1th the
factt.<.L! outconu: of tht· exp<·rirr.~.·rat.
For clearness, wt• bt·gin w~th sho'W1ng ho\\< the calculations \\<er<· done
accorclmg to the aether theory, showmg that the· aether theory for light was
erroneous. The <.Lt'thN was supposed tc b<' stationary in relation to sontt.:· rderence
pomt defim·d scr.~.(·whNc· in space and th.s aC'tht~r was thought to stream tt rough all
parts (,f the ntea~.ur,r.g cipp,trutus.
On th(· basis of thcst.' assurr.pt10ns the follow1ng equations for the
prop,tg<.Ltmg tmw of a light b(•an,, tr~Lvellmg th<' distance n11rror 1-mtrror2-mirror I, can

CXIJ<.·nrtl('rat
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The tctal ttmc c•f prop.:agctting will be
t •

A

+ t"

1
= 2s0 •
-, ---z-r2

A
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For th<' b(•um E\ we ctrhiev(· ir: a similar way: half tht· dist<.u•u· ts

D

-=

(So 2

t

(vt 8 ) 2 )1

wher(· tB -= D/c. Solving out tB gives
tB :

s0 (1

I

- v 2 1c. z >2 • <t/ c )

and tl:(• total time
t 'B

+ t 'h = 2~

c

• -- -- !_--- I
(I - v 2 /r 2 )2

Wlwn con•p<tr;ng these two n·sult~, we find, m the sc.2me Wd}' as we
MK heJson did, that tht~ phase difference between the two beam<, was
repre~cntt:d by conq;\(·tl'ly differ(·nt matt.cmdtlCal functions. Howt•vcr, 1t is ~irnple to
~(·e hov. th1~ deviation betwe(·n e>.pNimcnt and theory could be correckd by '-"- pure
mdthen,.:t1iccd
tnck, just by multiplying the tune expression of beam A by a factor (l
I
- v 2 /c 2 )z, th(· Lor(·ntz factor.
Frc.n a physical viewpoint, this mathematical operation II tad.~ att
phy~ical relevance, corresponding to a shortening of the horizontal measuring arm d~ a
functicn of vt•locity. Tht~ hypothesis was given the namt: Lcrentz-Fitzg<'rald
contraction hypothesis. Manipulations with nature in such a way have very little to do
with true science and deserve, therefore, no further waste of time.
Starting with our own model for light, we can form the following

suppose

equation~

t

A= s0 t <w• A

- v>

1. Hu1hp'ywy ty lite Lnrenbian fudge fador is not mathematics; it is mathematical error. lhut
is not mutben•r,.t ics any man~ than arithmetic is to IPUltiply ontl'B bank account by HIO in order to
p<tyo his bi!Js.
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\\"A

·

(2v · W'A):. W'A- 2v

t"A = ~o__ - vt"
W' - 2v

t'A= So/(W'A- v)

~totc.l :-. t'A + t''A = So/(W'A- v) + So/(W'A- v) =

2SQ
W'A

-v

where WA i~ the input velocity of the light beam referred to the common reference
point (W A is not necessarily equal to c). Wsis the velocity of another ray from the
same source.

.I
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IWierea;~e
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'•
beam B the follow~ng 1s valid: The beam Ws hJts the
mirror at an angle, a, equal to 45°. In order to make it possible to
compute the end velocity of the reflected beam, we n.u~t begin by dividing this beam
into two components, one corr,poncnt lying perpNtdicular to the mirror surface, one
l}'ing ir. the 5ante plane a5 the mirror. Only the perpendicular component is effected
by the mirror movt'nlent.
The two components ar£•:
For

half-tran~parent

(Wfi) 1 = Ws co~ a

effected by the mtrror movements

("'S >2

not effected by the mirror movements.

=-

Ws s i h

a

In the direction (WB)l the mirror ha5 the velocity of v.cos a and after reflection the
resulting velocity of the rdlectt-d beam ir. this direction therefore will be
("£~) 1r

= 2vcos

a - (~) 1

=-

cos a • ( 2v - Wp,)

The resuhing velocity of the bean1 i~ composded of the components (Wp,) 1 r and
(WB~ and according with the law~ of vector composition, we obtain
W's= /((WB)Zlr

:: I ( 2v 2

+

(Ws)22) = /(cos 2 a. (2v- Ws} 2 + W213sin 2 a

+ W\\ - 2vWn)

where a = 45°. But during the time it will take the beam to reach the mirror 2, the
mirror 1 will ha\IC' n•v';ed a distance vt ts and the beam returns to mirror I after
th(~ tete. I t in•~e' of 2t 'B, because t's = t"s·
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conq~ui.l
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thc·n

th~ Sc)(WB -- v)

The h.:td proJ:agatmg time for

b<~un·

P- will be

tH-.:c·t~ J = t 'B + t "B = 2So/ ('JB

-

v)
Becau~e W'f\ .:. ~A :· \\'B 1s the \elocit) cf the prirnar) b<.~an·, erttering tht:· apparc.tus,
we fmd that the tim<;..··-phusc b<•tv.;ef:n th<.~ two beam., always is unchanged, independent
of how tt.e apparc. tus is tl..;rned ir relation to the enviror.n·~·nt. That is ir. accordance
with th<> Ol•tcome of the· <>Xperiment.
Ano1t•er prc•judic:-<> to bt· noted here· is the idc•a that th<.• t•xp<>rm.er•tal
out< lHIH' Wllldd bt· d<.·p<·ndPnt c-r1 whc.-ttwr un cxtert,,d light ~ource, thC' 'un k·r ,,,..,t-..nce,
rruJV<.''> tog<'th<'r w1th ttw uppuratu".. Fn··n, lht· last formulas we ea!l.ily S<'<' th.:1t this is
not true, be< uuse the propagation time f<.·r beam A and beam B both an.· repr<.·sented
by i<1entte<.:il n..:1themdtKal functions, giving a differc·nce always equal to Z£'ro.
Mtchelson's experiment had shown th,tt Maxwdl 's theory for light as
mi:tcl<.· up of wavt.~s in an aether medium ~a~ erroneou5. Contrary to that, the
ballistical th£"ory for light satisfies the reMJit of the experimer:t. Howt.•ver, the
(Ritzian) balllstic theory was rejected for reasons that tht.! idea did not satisfy
Maxwell's electron•agn<.!tic theory. A That theory was not in agr(·emL•nt with
exr-erirnt.:..·r•t. Ar:. evt:ryone having a tiny b1t of common sense and logical thinking can
under~tar•d, th1s t)pe of argumer.t is unscientific. It is not logical to r(·ject a ~cientific
tbcor) or• th<.· b.:tsis of another theory which itself is erroneous. Fron· th1s, we are
forced tc the conclusion that Mc-J>r.well's theory ir some very significant wuy ts
incon~.istent and ought to be r<.'-evaluated.
We wish to inv(.::stigate this error of Maxwt."ll's further. Maxwell founded
h.s electron•.Jgnetical theory en a rr:odel in which (•)ectromagnt.!tic waves were thought
to propag<.~te in an hypothetical light aether medium. In that theory light is regarded
a~ electromagnetic waves of some form.
By comp~ring mdthem.:ttic<.tl results from his eJectromagn<'ttc theory with
the g<'nere: I wav<.· equation describmg how wa\'es propagate in a wave ITIL'cil.:rn - soufld
in iiir, fer 1n~, tanct.· - he can .e to the conclusion that light propag,ttes tn the <:.ame w<.ty.
tJ. l fl. Con •• : ltll' tulllstlc ttu::ory of light (still not altogether rejected) was dismissed not
solely fe-r lht:' reason stated by tht: author but for a nUIIlber of substantial rt>asons. Among the st.:
~ere: principally, OtlSitter's observ&tion (unanslll.ered here), severel i.-portent expt-riments (wHh
11.hicte tht' author is unf8Aiiliar, apparently), the behaviour of light at 1110ving reflecting surfaces
(experimental evidence does not .agree with the ballistic hypothesis, despite the author's
equ6tiorw), Utt• interaction bet!IW8en c;rsvity and light (though this is open to very serious
doubt~) which does not, preSUMably, follow Newtonian ~~echanicaJ Jaws. There is also the objection
raised by ouselves in the preceding iaeue of this ~. c.f. pp. 2347-8 and Fox has given a
rr.uch lonqer 1 i st of counter-indications to the emission and ballistic hypotheses.

Al.!t. Rt,sp.:- The author knows 11ery well about DeSitter'e ar~t (not experimtmt.) involving
doubJ e stE.rs. Om: w.ust confess there is a problell there, pro\fided there are no hHk1en paramt!ters
outside experimenhl control. The gravity effect on photons near a stellar body surfac~ has
already been c~nted on here. Please show 1118 that experi~~ent that. negates our ballistic
hypothesis of light.! Editor's r&laOUs last Words:- How about DeSitter's experiment (argUIIIent);
Michelson's expt,riment; our own argUIIIent; those of rox; etc.?
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The

used had the foHow,ng stn.. ctur(·: §

equgtlOn~

1/c 2 .a 2 /at 2 (E)
1/c 2 .a 2 {at 2 (B)

l/v 2 .a 2 /at 2 (Y)

= V2 (E)
= V2 (B)
= V2 (Y)

The la5t, 'the wave equation', represents how a fluctuation of energy or impulse in
the direction of propagation, move5. We c.an see that aU these equations have the
saOlc basic structure and from tbat Maxwt•tl drew his conclusions concerning the wave
nature of light.
Maxwl'll's error is rdativcly easy to discover. The explanation is, that a
point-formed wave source can be described by identical mathematical functions, with
the result that if we interpret the phenomenon of light as a particle phenomenon, the
inconsequences in Michelson's experiment wiJJ disappear.
We suppose that at time t = 0 a burst of particles is emitted from the
source center, that center having a small radius ro. The particle density of this burst,
very dose to the source surface, we denote by the symbol qmax· The particles are
spread out from the source point and the mass density of this swarm will decline in
accordance with the following mathematical equation:
q

= ~x·~r9z = k/rz
4rrr

y

Between 1\\l, --L.cce~.sivt tirne (VUlt-.,
respectively, the density fluctuation is

1 1 .,

r2

corrc~ponding

to

tht~

radii q

and r2,

- r 1 ).(r 2 + r 1 )/(r 2 2 x r 1 2 ) = 2kdr/r'
in case dr is very smaJl. We put q := Y and dr = vdt, where v is the propagating
velocity - assumed constant which is the case for a particle-emitting source of
the emitted particles from the source in the radial direction. Using our formuJa above
and mal< ing some manipulations on it gives

dq

= ql

dY

= 2kdr/r 1 ;

- qz = k(l/r 12

g_'dY).(l/v)
dt{dt

-

l/r 2 2 )

= k(r 2

= 2k/rJvdt;
= £_{dY) = £_tdY}.v;
dY

dt dr

dY/dt.(l/v)

= 2k/r 1 = dq/dr = dY/dr;

dr dr

-·---·- ·-· ---- -------·-- --------··--------· .

---·-----

§. Ed. Cont.: In h1s original manuscript, out· author has en~ployed the notation for total title
derivatives, rathtr tha~ partial, as •e have printed tha.. Though this ~ would now prefer
that its contributors would henceforth employ the neo-Hertzian form of Maxwell's equations, the
ntteesait)· and sufficiency for which fortn appearing to have been deMonstrated now, we do not
believe that this was the author's intent, ao have changed the notation to partial derivatives,
so aa to conect tht: confusion occasioned by i~~proper uae of notations.
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an <·xpres~wn tdPntic<.~l -with thP gC'ru:ral owa\;e equation. Thu~, M<lxwell'5 electromdgnetic th·or) only t wdl b(· consistent -with expcrirnt•nt in ca~c the naturC' of light
i~ irterpn:ted as pure pctrticle~, not Wdvt'~ in c.t rr.edium.
Ejnstein's Postulate of the Invariant Propagating Velocity of Light.
E.r.~teir's ~econd

Tf.£

postt.!ate of his spt•cial theory of relativit)' says that:

l.ight 1-·'~upagat.<.ng '-'£loc.{t~ i.r.

mD\.Crr,Ct'IU 0~

the

6'Le.e. .tpac.e i.-6

r.orv~tant aucl .independe11t o~

-60tti£C(.

Sir.ce this theory cnly ad;nowledge5 relativ(:: motion, it is not possible to decide
whether the source· mov(::s or th<· obsenc·r moves. Thus, this postulate can be
in1er~·rctecl "(• th,tt the~ vdocity cf light ts indep(•ndcnt of rr.oH~nu:nt of the obscrn:r.
T\\ot' p<·rsons, 0 and 0', approach or rc·ccde from each other with the·
relativ<: vdoCLty cf v. At the~ momer.t when both these persons are located dirc·ctly
opposite to each othc~r, the person 0 lights a lamp (belonging to him) for a short
momcrt. The light from the lamp spreads out in the form of a light bubble in the
surrcouncltng tre<' space. VId£·, thc· oCCOOipanying figure.

We now put the following question: to whofll belongs the light bubble? To
that p<'rson who ras the lamp in his hand, 0, or to the other p<'rson, 0', or both?
Becaust' 0 and 0' both arc in steady motion in relation to each other, it is w~thout
quest10n thiit th<· hght bubble has its center point at both 0 and 0' at the same
time. A sphNical surface having tWl' center points does not exist in the real physical
world. It belong~ to pure fiction. Thus, we ar( forced to make a decision. For us
arguing for the pc1rticlc model of light, having a constant emitting velocity cut fron•
tt.c source· point, the an~Wl'r is, on pun·ly logical grcounds, given to this problem. It is
that if th<· light. bubble belongs tc thcd p<·rson to which the lamp belongs, 0, then th<~
pN~on 0' v. ill continue to become more and more out of phase in relation to the
center point.
Ho\\o ever, according to the theory of relativity, the problem is not so
simple. The second postulate states, that the light bubble belongs to both 0 and 0' at
the same time, that because the light propagates with constant velocity in relation to
both of these observers, independently of their respective moving states. From a
logical point of view, that statement of course is completely illogical and absurd,
constituting a completely unreal situation, something which in the theory of relativity
is solved in an elegant way by a set of confusing mathematical formulae, which on
close inspection, of course, does not stand up to a JogicaJ test. However, in the long
run o! time it is not possible to conceal logical shortcomir.gs and errors in a theory by
fTICi..n~. of ~lick matherr·atics.
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ThE~ rcCJ.!>onmg5. arE: as tallow~: the person 0, who believes that he 1s the
center point of the bubble, wlU, in accordance with the theory of rc·tativity, describe
the center position of C 1 by rreilns of the foJJowing equations:

-·

= (c.

1)

Xt

2)

X21 = (c. + v} t

3)

Xt

I

v) t

X2 -· ct

;=:

P.owevcr, 0 1 has the same rights as 0 -.o say that he is at the center point of the
bubble. Therefore, on the same basis he writes the following equations:

k

4)

Xj

5)

x2

6)

X1 I

<c

=
::

+

v) t

I

v >t

I

X2 I = c t

I

For cumpieten(·ss, we Imagine that both 0 and 0 1 have their own time bases,
indiVidual for each rcspectivt- system.
Wt.• m.:tke a simple analysis of these equations. Equation 3) says that X 1
is equal to X2 but equations 4) and 5) say that they are different. Equation 6) says
that X l 1 1s equal to Xz' but equations 1) and 2) say that these entities are different.
We can here proceed to do the analysis and show that the theory of
relativity has been built on false mathematical grounds, but it will not serve any
purpose to waste further time on it; the falsifying test here shown is quite enough to
deny the theory as physical. Our conctusion is: the theory of relativity concept for
the natuH· of light is only useable for systems being at relative rest. By that fact,
this theory loses art physical fT\eaning and function.
The Telescopic Aberration Effect of Starlight.
The aberrational phenomenon of light from distant stars can be described
as follows: The position of a pole star is recorded at a given time and then after half
a year when the earth is in the opposite position in its orbital mo\oen.ent around the
sun, the mcc:.sun-nler•t of th<~ sanu:! star is repeated. Our first thought is that the star
ought to bt· positioned along the same line of sight, but that is not the case. The
maximum ar~gle of deviation behn~en these two mcusuring events has been registered
at 41 ", and is called the telescopic ab<.·rration angle of starlight.
In the year 16SO, Jan1es Picard pointed out this fact as a resuJt of about
10 years of observations, but first in 172.5 James Bradley presented a reasonable
explanation which, however, was put into question and debate.
Bradley made an analogy between light coming down a telescope and
raindrops faJling down towards a walker. He assumed light was made up of particles,
here in this analogy replaced with raindrops. The walking man holds a narrow tube
verticaJly in his hand, so that, if he stands still, the raindrops fall along the center
line of the tube without coming in contact with the waJJs of the tube.
But if the walker moves, the raindrops will describe an inclining orbit in
relation to the tube center line with the consequence that the raindrops will touch the
inner walJs of the tub<.·. In order to avoid that, the walker rna}' incline the tube at an
angle related tc his moving velocity and by aid of a very simple trigonometrical
forrr.ula, this angle can be compt..ted by
a

= arctan(v/c)

where v denotes the walker's velocity in the horizontal direction in relation to the
earth's surfacf' <:~nd c d(•notes the vc!ocity of th<~ raindrops in the vertical direction to
the e<.trth 1 '> -.ur f.JC(·.
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here de~cnbed and m~utmg the earth's vt.·locity in 1ts orbit around the sun as 30
km/~ec together with the standard velocity of light as 3x 10 8 m/sec, we find an
angular ceviation that is in good agreemcr.t with the registered value of 2x20.5" = 41 "·
Hov. ever, there is a problem tr. this case where the light is regarded as a
str(·anl of particles, having constant velocity in relation to the emitting source. It is
well known that distant star~ and other cosmiC al objects mo~e away from us with
very high velocities, up to 0.5 times the velocity of light, if the observed Doppler
effect from the object's light is interpr(·ted as a receding effect of the object.
Because the light for us is additive or subtrc:,ctive from the original velocity of light,
our registered velocity would be

c .:: Vrcl
If we put this va.lue in Bradley's formula we wiJJ find that the registered aberrational
effect would differ from celestial obJect to celestial object, depending on their
v<•locitlcs rt·!dtlVt' to us, th(• tl'IC'scopt' ob~crver~. ThJs corresponds with C'Xpcrirnefltal
expenenc(·. But the n·i.dity 1s, that the r<·gistered effect is independent of the object
observed.
The explanation is relatively simple, found in a disastrous oversight of
science. Bradley's analogy with raindrops falling down through a tube is correct, yet
the diffeH:·nce i~ that a telescope - that instrumer.t by which the aberration was
registerc·d - is not exactly in agreenu:!nt v.1th this analogy.
A tele~ope contains glass lenses II \:oiJecting and refracting the light
fr(IIT: He observed star. The glass in the telescope lenses thus is a medium for tight in the same way as air is a medium fer sound waves.
L-ight .i.~ paJrt.i.cle~ ln ~Jtee ~pace but behave.~ a~ wav€-6 .<.n a medium

- gla.l.l-6
1. f.d.
present

.i.n.l.ltanc.e.. •

6(1)[

C~tno·

tn

W(,~·

•~'

o;lw.. ~·

st•~r1r·r·l\·

rr·•·:'~•m.

wt,!IP tt-.e air is r:ut? W<w tht: lstter mt•dium nut
tb babtllltW•t laboratory in which tt.t:: H & H ~::xperiment was performed?
:1

Aut. Rt~sr·· :- A vc:l·uuw., that is to say space, is in the most part empty of matter and has no
refr&ct.ivt: effect on light. Air has a small refracting factor and is only partly a medil.JIIl for
light.. So!id w.nluials are in the ~r-ain part C9f1Slituted of atOIIIS with which light interacts. In
wl idE
( 1 ih· fJ lass) therefore this ligt.t.-atooo-light inter&ction process detenr int:'S the
propagating velocit)t giving 1 ight a wave nature. The original light input is not the samt: Ught
as the output. The 11elocity of propaqat ion in free space end dense mt:dia must be treated in
different t~.ayf:. ld. famous l.ast word:- Wh)? And by what rules? How about liquids?
~.

Ed. Com: Wt!

here a marked departure from the author's position emphutically stated at tht·
beginning ct tt.t' paper, where he denied the wave theory of light and insisted on tht ballistic
principle, p<orticularly in reference to mo\/ing mirrors and the H & H experiment. Is it only in a
r~::fracting telescopt' with glass lenses that
the difference occurs? H~J about a reflecting
telescopt: with its barrel full of air, only? Must we revert to the ballistic principle then? Or
not? Consistency of reasoning and arguMent is delnanded of scientists - something, all too
frequently the dissidents ignore.
Gradually our author's thinking is leading hiM to the tranSIIIission theory of light
and the effect of a real carrying mediUIII, despite hia hot denial of it at the outset.
The author now has to consider the street light counter example mentioned by J.
Durie in his, by now, well read paper appearing in this J. He will also find of interest in
increasing his awareness of the topic of aberration several review articles appearing in this
very issue relatinq to early debates of this topic, infor~ing hiMSelf accordingly.
h1\/t.

Aut. R~·sp.:- AIJ lt:lescopes contain glass lenses SCilllewher~, e\:en if not in the main barrel, as
for tx&mplt• "'''minor tt::lescoJ::t'• As soon && a light ray with any \lelocity passes a glase. lense,
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Thus, our conclusions are that indeJ>(!ndently of what the velocity of
light from a star was when err itted, when it reaches the earth's surface, the telescope
len~es will normalize it to a velocity determined by the medium. At the same time, a
change in wavelength or frequency occurs, registered as a Doppler shift. Change in
wavelength of starlight also is the parameter which most frequently is subjected to
astronomical measurement, direct measurements of velocity of starlight never having
been performed because of technical problems. §
In order to shed further light on this fact, we ::.hall consider the
foUowing example. The light propagating velocity in glass is somewhat slower than the
corresponding velocity in the free void and furthermore somewhat dependent on the
glass medium density. We here suppose that we have three different sorts of glass
rods and these rods are joined together end to end into a united rod. We suppose that
the propagating velocity in the respective rods differs one from the other. Now, if a
light beam of any velocity penetrates one end of this rod, the propagating velocity
will change each time the light passes through each section, changing its velocity in
relation to the medium it actually is passing through. At the crossing between the last
section and the environmental space, the light velocity will change back to 'normal'
standard velocity in relation to the rod.
However, if the experiment had been performed in exactly this way
suggested by Bradley in analogy with raindrops for light and a narrow tube for the
telescope, the resuJt should be different. The real propagating velocity of light
received would be registered.
Perhaps such an experiment sometime in the future might possibly be
performed in a space-shuttle, for instance.
The Deviation of a Light Beam Passing Near the Sun's Surface.
Ein~tein's
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general theory of relativity predicted that a light beam from a
distant star will, to some degree, deviate from a straight line when passing through
the gravitational field of a star, the sun for instance.
This prediction has been taken as guarantee of ~he validity of his theory.
Less known is that the astronomer Johann Georg von Soldner already in 1801 had done
a similar calculation, but based on Newton's theory of gravitation, presumably using
the assumption that light has mass, with the result of .83", the same value first
computed by Einstein, later adjusted to a somewhat higher value of 1.7.5" in better
agreement with experimental findings of 1.7.5±10%.
If one uses Newton's theory and makes some assumptions that:
.
_.
._
._
.....__. __
--- . ·- ..
this velocity wi 11 bt! norrr1alized to c, that because the light ray does not go th1·ough the
material directly, but interacts with the atoms first, re-radiating at a nor11.alized velocity.
Only wa~elengths or frequencies of the light are changed, dete~ined by internal r~ea of
the atoms.
We have c0111111ent ed on J. Our ie' s paper regarding the a ben ation phen0111enon of light
in a letter to him, based on arguments as above. That will explain his probl~. Even T-H. R. has
received this letter. Ed. 's f. l. W. :- ..-.at a pity Durie is now passed away and the letter
probably lost; we receive so much correspondence here the T-H. R. copy has also probably long ago
gone. The re&ders may never find out now in what way the aberration of street lights is explained
by the author.
§. Ed. Com.: Laboratory determinations of the velocity of starlight have been made by several
experimenters. The velocity has always been found to be approximately c.

Aut. Resp.:- Which experi~~~ents? Editorial C011111ent:- Before attet~~Pting to write a scholarly
article presenting what they believe to be a new theory, would authors kindly info~ themselves
of what has gone before, whether what they are proposing has already been done by others or not,
and at least acquaint themselves with the major facts pertinent to their topic fr011 the CCJMIOI'I
sources of their discipline?
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eff<"rted by gri:.vitationaf forces in the same way as for ordmary matter,

we can make the following caJculations (we suppose that Soldner used approximately
the same methods.
The activt.· force responsible for the light deviation effect is, by using
Newton's taw of grc.vity:
fy= Msun·ffi..·hoton·G
_____ e,]'----~ .Y
--1
0
XJ
where the symbCIJs used are according to the accompanying diagram. The acceleration
in the direction normal to that of propagation can be computed according to
Newton's Jaw of force, to be

Fy o ayn 1 photon
..md the change 111 vdonty 10 the dirt'Clion of deviation

1s

dv = ay.dt
whcr(, dl - dO/c. An analytiCal solut1on givt·s an approximt.Jte value of
B

=:

2. M
.G • 360 .60x60
czRsun
211'

=:

0.89"

where Msun = t.99xl0 30 kg, G :- 6.67xl(f 11 (MKSA), c = 2.99793xl0 8 m/s and Rsun
6.8x 10 8 m.
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That light 1s particles, we do not question; yet, it may be debated
whether or not grc..vitational forces act on the photons exactly as for ordinary matter.
New discoverie5 regarding the gravitational phenomenon indicate that objects having
low density faJl faster than objects having a higher density. If these new discoveries
are correct, Soldner's value (and thus even our calculations) may have real
significance.
The problem and shortcoming with Einstein's theory is that it is for the
most part a mathematical theory, not an explaining theory. Einstein gave no physical
explanation to gravitational phenomena as a physical process, beyond the confusing
statement that space is bent outside a gravitating mass and that light on that account
will follow a g£>odctic line, a line following its shortest way through the void.
However, th(~ only physical law giving motivation to why a mass deviates
from a straight trajectory is Newton's first Jaw of force: a body keeps its moving
state until it is effected by a force. No other principle is known. If Einstein found
another pr in<.:iple his followers ought to account for that principle in terms
understandable to everyone.
Experiment Performed Using Radar in the Direction of Venus.
Those experiments on light performed in respect to its dependence or
independence on the relative motion between source and receiver mainly are based on
registered interference and Doppler effects of light. Very few experiments based on
direct distance measurements have been performed, mostly because of the technical
limiting factor~ and problems with the use of equipment.
However, ther£> exists one exception. In 1961 an experiment by radar
directed towards the planet Venus was performed and was the first real chance to
overcome the existing technical difficulties and limitations in testing the validity of
Einstein's second postulate: that of the absolute constant propagating velocity of
light in empty space, source and observer independent.
This experiment has been quoted several times in scientific papers since
then and has been taken as further corroboration of Einstein's theories. But during
recent years, the experiment has been subjected to new attention. In the Scientific
Ethics journal, volume 1, 1985, in an article by Bryan G. Wallace, new attention is
given to the experiment, because suspicions have been raised of improper performance
and interpretation of the experiment. Scientific ethical principle seems to have been
put aside with the data having been manipulated with the objective of protecting
Einstein's theories against any serious criticism. The case is now under intensive
investigation in the U.S.A.
Computations done using Einstein's best theories show a deviation in the
measured data that is in the range of 3 ms, compared with 10 ~s, as was expected;
i.e., a deviation in the range of 30,000 units. The author of that article says that the
measured value is in good agreement with Galilean space and the c ± v hypothesis,
meaning that light is additive or subtractive in relation to source and observer; in
agreerner.t _a~~~-~ith what is O\Jr working hypothesis in this paper.
t. Ed. Com.: The bending of starlight by the gravitational field of the sun is sOMething that has
to be taken with s whole handful of salt. Neither the relativistic nor the Newtonian predictions
have taken intc account the refractivtl bending of a light ray by the solar atmosphere, a very
evident effect that is simply ignored, despite some lying assertions made by the early
relativist involved in the original experiment nl:lar the turn of thi.s century. W., just fail to
have reJiabJe information here.
Aut. Resp.:- Yes, we suppose there are hidden par~ters in such coamical e~peri.ants that are
outside e>-pt:rimenlt~l control. Probably there are similar problems with DeSitter•s double star
argument as for the bending phenomenon.
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Furth<'rn.ur<:·, tht.· author o1 thc,t dftlcle accuses respon~ible scientist~ of
conu:ahng ullpt•r tdlll tacts by not pubiJshing all avc.ilabJe data w&th the prc~umed
purpo~e of protecting Ein~tein's theories.
AU that is of course a very serious accusation of those scientists
respon~ible for the~ t'~pNimert and calls in question the fundamertal scientific <.'thical
principles used in this ca~. The case is now SIJbject to inspection and investigation
with the American Governm(~r.t involved.
Even for us, the outcome of this experiment is very inportant in our
searching for triJth and the real nature of light.
We n.akc a rough investigation of time differences in the actual
expenment in case I) according to Einstein's thcor)· where the propagating velocity of
light is an incorruptable universal constant; and 2) where light is additive or
subtrc:.ctivc~ to tht.· source measurements. We begin by studying case 2).
The time it will take for the signal to reach Venus will be

!J .,. Sc I (c

+

v)

and for the f{'turr•
t2 ~ So - v(tJ + t 2 )
- --("C7 yy--

Inserting

t

l from equation I) in c~quation 2) gives the result

t2 = ~0c

l

IT+- v/cJ:n~v/cJ

The total propagating timt.' then will b<·

= tJ

+
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know the error difference between these two vaJues equaJs 3ms - 10
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and by a~.~un11r•g the r('latlv(~ v£~locity of the satellite of 30,000 km/hr = 8330m/s we
can compute the distance on which the measurement was done as approximately
So= dT.c.(l+2X)(l+X)

= 3xJ0- 3 .3xJ0 8 .(1+2x8300/3x10 8 ).

(1+8300/3x10 8 )
2.8300/3x10 8

2X
= 1 • 6:x J 0 i lcrr••

The maximum distance between Venus and Earth is approximately 10 8
km, meaning that the measurement was done on 16% of this maximum distance.
Bryan G. Wallace says in his final comments that:
Ove~ 23 yea~~ have gone ~ince the o~~ginal VenU4 ~ada~ e~pe~~nt
clea~tly .6hoo~ that the .6peed o6 l-ight in ~pace &«t-6 not con~tant, and -~Jtill
the ave~tage ~c.ienti4t ~ not awa~te o~ thi4 .impo~tant 6act. Thi4 demon~ttate~
~LIJ .it i4 nece~~ty 6o~t the Ame~.iean Phy-~J.ical Soc~ety to bl(.ing ttue -~Jc.ient~6.ic
6~teedom to the P. R. jou~tnal'~ pol..icy.

We foJJow the continued investigation of this case with the greatest of
interest.
The Shift in Wavelength of Light in a Gravitational Field.
Einstein's cuJt of relativity has now for many decades prevented us from
reachmg a better understanding and description of phenomena of nature. § A
phenomer.on predicted by the theory but not given any comprehensible explanation is
the wavelength ~hift of light in a grc.vitational field. The formula given for this is
dA ::

).~( 1 /D1

- 1/0].)

?
It is relatively easy to show that the same formula can be achieved based on purely

Newtonian Jaws for mass and gravitation forces, together with our basic hypothesis
that light is pure particles directly effected by those forces.
We cienote the photon mass by dm; the mass of the celestial body by M;
the distance bl•h\, een this mass center and the photon by D; the gravity force acting
on the photon particle by f; the velocity of the photon particle by v; and the standard
velocity of light by c. From Newton's Jaw of gravitation, we get

F :: M. ctn.G,
02

F

= dv. ctn
dt

2

Combining these formulae gives dv/dt = MG/0 • We insert dt = dD/c, approximately,
and then integrate ir. resp£·ct to distance, giving:
dv = M:;/c. ( 1 /D1 - 1/0])

dv/c

= MG/c 2 .(1/Dl

- 1/02)

On the basis of the hypothesis that light is made up of particles, these particles will
come ir. swarms with varying mass densities, the density fluctuations are repeated
regularly because of the oscillationaJ nature of the emitting source, usually an atom.
The distance between two successive fluctuations is the wavelength, this being
constant and ir.dependent of the velocity of the particles involved; yet, the frequency
will change ir. relation to the propagation velocity. However, in practical
measurement~ it is difficult to decide whether it is a shift in wavelength or a shift in
frequency whjch occurs. In reality it is a question of a shift in frequency; thus the

--- ·-------- ·------·---

·-·§. Ed. Com.: We certainly agree witt! the author's statemtont hert'. What a total confounding of the

ordered processes of reasoning has resulted from the lorent.z-Einstein d011inance of the scientific
scent:.
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rdatiVJ<slic tonnulo l'> w.-ong H pr1nc;ple. Yet, if we mdke the same wterpretat10n as
E1n~tetn, we hav<· tha1 tlw shift m WilV<·length is ir direct proportion to the shift in
velccity. Thu~

dv/r ~· cf)../>..o = ~.(1/D}- l/f2)

C'

wh!ch is the sanK· re!:>ult a~ in E!nsteir·'s theory.
We come to tt-:e following conclusions.. If light be particle5, possibly
effected by gretvitational force5 a~ well as ev<•n inertial forces, according to Newton,
the same rc5ult wiJl b<' achtC'ved a~ in E,n,tl"in's theory. However, in Ht£> theory of
relativity onl} a '>hift ir. dir<·ction to r<·d in the light S()('Ctrum may occur. In our
ir.terpretdion of light as particle!\, ev<·n a shift in direction to blue is possible.
Furthcrmor<·, the registered effect is not any shift in wavelength, really, but a shift in
frequency of the light registl"red.
The Compton Effect.
In 1923, an A mer iGtn scientist Arthur Compton (1892-1962) discoH'f(•d an
effect wlw:h '>trongl} confirmed th<· pctrticl<:> nature· of light. On h1s shining an X-ray
beam or. c. target, the re5ult wa~ a dt·crc·ase in wavelength of the r<'flected bt'am.
The <'Xpcrimcnt was satifactorily d<'5Cribed by aid of Newtonian incrttal
laws for m<.l5s, impulse and energy, by suppm;ing that the light photons bt'haved like
bouncing balls in interaction with free elt'ctrons at the target. The agreemer;t b<'twct·n
theory and exJ:.erirner.t in this very special case is one of the best evidences for the
particle nature of light and that it is not rr.ad<' up of waves or any other my~tical
phenorrer.ct of supernatural physical properties.

T

he

ptu·pos£· of tt·.1s artide has been to draw attention to the
that tht· ph<•non.er.on of light ought to be c.;tud1cd with a
h.gher d<•gr<·e of n~alism than is con•murtf)' appli<:>d. It is
ab--olut<'IY nt~cessaq to de-my~tify this important physiciil
phenon.l.:l•(;fa •;c a<o to r<·ach a b<'ttc>r un<!<·rstanding of natur('.
rTidJn
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